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MENU BAR
Randomise

Between the save and delete buttons there is a
randomise button. Click this to randomise the
parameters. We like to think of this as the infinite
preset button; don’t forget to click save if you come
across a preset you like!

The menu bar contains preset browsing and the
information menu.

Preset Selection

In the centre of the menu bar is a dropdown box
which is used to select both factory and user presets.
Clicking on the dropdown box will open up a menu to
select all the available presets.

To the left of the preset selection box are two arrows,
these arrows will select the previous and next preset
so that presets can be changed quickly.

Preset Management

To the right of the preset dropdown are 3 icons.

The bin icon is used to delete the currently selected
user preset. This will open up a window to confirm if
the currently selected user preset should be deleted.

The floppy disk icon is used to save a user preset. This
will open up a native file system window in the correct
folder for the preset to be named and saved.

After saving or deleting a user preset, the preset will
be added or removed in the user preset category
within the dropdown.
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Input Filter Section
The Input Filter Section is used to filter the input
before it is modulated..

This section contains buttons for 3 filter types,
clicking on any greyed-out filter will turn that filter on.
To turn the filter off, click the button again. The filters
are: Low-Pass, High-Pass and Band-Pass.

There are also two dials:

Cutoff - Sets the cutoff frequency for the filter.

Resonance - Sets the resonance value for the filter.
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Pitch Shift Section
The Pitch Shift Section is used to shift the pitch of the
modulated signal. This section contains 4
parameters:

Pitch - Enable pitch shifting.

Preserve Formants - The pitch shifting algorithm will
preserve the formants of the audio signal. This will
enable the pitch shift to sound more natural.

Semi-Tones - Set the pitch shift amount in semi-
tones.

Pitch Amount - Set the mix percentage of the pitch
shifted signal that gets used to be modulated.

Modulation Section
The Modulation Section is used to modulate the
signal.

Rate - Set the speed of modulation for the voices.

Phase - Spread the modulation of each voice across
the phase of the modulation signal.

Depth - Set the maximum modulation amount of
each voice.

Looseness - Set the looseness in timing of the voices.

Spread - Spread the voices over the stereo field.

Voices - Set the number of voices in the chorus.

Dark - Use dark mode to dull the high end of the
chorus ~ roll off starts around 14k.

Warm - Add 3.5dB analogue styled saturation to the
modulated voices.

Flip CH - Invert modulation in the right channel to
add width.

Sync - Sync the modulation rate to project bpm.

Modulation Shape - There are 5 modulation shapes
to choose from:

Sine, Triangle, Saw, Inverse Saw - These are all
standard modulation shapes.

Random - Random modulation generator for
more natural sounding chorus and modulation.
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Output Section
The Output Section is the final Choric process.

Width - Width uses Mid/Side to make the effect
sound wider (or narrower). Minus values will be
narrow whilst positive values will be wide.

Gain - Control the gain of the modulated signal.
Sometimes many voices can get loud!

Mix - Set the overall mix percentage of Choric.


